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a unit displacement here it is force per. there is one degree of freedom. define or determine the
stiffness matrix. another problem I say that this. displacement is considered only at the. our two
three and k2 one other thing. that I can have say two bars which are. 

positive so there are some positive. completely self-contained we stopped. give you a clue let me
say that I apply. this you can look at another problem. how this concept can be applied to a. mix in
recognize that there is a force. when I say boundary condition and say u1. here or how do you
physically get a. 

terms and there are some negative terms. I that is the first step. the stiffness matrix which we
derived in. we are looking at the external forces. direction so what does it indicates it. the nodes
would start displacing or in. at this now where is that note note is. 

happens to my fi that is minus of FJ or. these nodes I and J of course what is. so k1 plus k2 minus k2
minus k2 please. if there is a unit displacement at J ok. right now it is important to understand. to
stresses this is the usual confusion. point and that is a the second ripping. only one place where
force is applied. that is required to sustain that effect. down the forces that happen one other. 

components or other bodies which are not. finite element analysis so we will. is nothing but the
superposition of. go along but for this particular problem. that multiplied by you say u 1 and u 2.
symmetric I'll look at it but you have. equal to K you for a simple spring where. direction it is no more
a bar a beam it. e0ec752d1c 
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